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Lane Closures, Intermittent Detours of I-95 South at CR 214 Planned 

this Month for Overhead Beam Replacement 

ST. AUGUSTINE, Fla. –  As part of an emergency construction contract to replace the 

County Road 214 overpass beam at I-95 southbound, motorists can expect lane 

closures and detours in the area throughout the month of January.  

On I-95 southbound at CR 214, daily single lane closures are permitted from 8 p.m. to 5 

a.m., and double lane closures are permitted from 10 p.m. to 5 a.m. starting Jan. 13. 

Motorists can also expect occasional overnight weekend detours of I-95 for demolition, 

beam, and deck placement. Detours will only be permitted between the hours of 11 p.m. 

and 5 a.m. Fridays and Saturdays, and the contractor is expected to detour I-95 at most 

four nights between Jan. 13 and Jan. 29. During these overnight closures, drivers will 

be detoured via SR 16 eastbound to U.S. 1 southbound to SR 207 southbound to 

reconnect with I-95 southbound (map below). 

On CR 214, one-lane, two-way traffic over I-95 will be maintained throughout 

construction. Nightly detours of CR 214 will be permitted between 9 p.m. and 6 a.m. 

Superior Construction Company Southeast, LLC was awarded the $1.15 million contract 

to repair damage to the CR 214 overpass over southbound I-95, which occurred Dec. 7 

when a dump truck’s elevated bed struck the overpass. Completion of the work is 

expected in February 2023, weather and unforeseen circumstances permitting.  

Stay informed about lane closures and roadwork in your area by following FDOT District 

2 at @MyFDOT_NEFL on Twitter or at MyFDOTNEFL on Facebook. 
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